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D1-Dependent 4 Hz Oscillations and Ramping Activity in
Rodent Medial Frontal Cortex during Interval Timing
X Krystal L. Parker,1 X Kuan-Hua Chen,1 Johnathan R. Kingyon,1 X James F. Cavanagh,3
and Nandakumar S. Narayanan1,2
1Department of Neurology and 2Aging Mind and Brain Initiative, Carver College of Medicine, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242, and 3Department of
Psychology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Organizing behavior in time is a fundamental process that is highly conserved across species. Here we study the neural basis of timing processes.
First, we found that rodents had a burst of stimulus-triggered 4 Hz oscillations in the medial frontal cortex (MFC) during interval timing tasks.
Second, rodents with focally disrupted MFC D1 dopamine receptor (D1DR) signaling had impaired interval timing performance and
weaker stimulus-triggered oscillations. Prior work has demonstrated that MFC neurons ramp during interval timing, suggesting that they
underlie temporal integration. We found that MFC D1DR blockade strongly attenuated ramping activity of MFC neurons that correlated with
behavior. These macro- and micro-level phenomena were linked, as we observed that MFC neurons with strong ramping activity tended to be
coherent with stimulus-triggered 4 Hz oscillations, and this relationship was diminished with MFC D1DR blockade. These data provide evidence
demonstrating how D1DR signaling controls the temporal organization of mammalian behavior.
Key words: dopamine; interval timing; medial frontal cortex; Parkinson’s disease

Introduction
The ability to guide movements in time is a highly conserved
mammalian behavior (Buhusi and Meck, 2005). On conscious
reflection, this ability seems effortless. Yet this fundamental process
is compromised in human diseases with altered dopamine signaling,
such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), schizophrenia, and Parkinson’s disease (Malapani et al., 1998; Cools and
D’Esposito, 2011; Parker et al., 2013b). Understanding the neural
basis of timing could elucidate the nature of disease states and identify novel therapeutic targets.
Timing can be operationalized using an interval estimation
task (Church, 1984; Gibbon et al., 1984). In this task, subjects
estimate an epoch of several seconds (as indicated by a discriminative stimulus) by making a motor response after the interval
has elapsed (Fig. 1). Interval timing can be studied in both rodents and humans (Rakitin et al., 1998; Balci et al., 2008). According to the scalar-expectancy theory, timed behavior involves a
pacemaker-accumulator to estimate the passage of time, which is
then compared with a memory for the temporal rule via a decision process (Church, 2003). Other theories of interval timing
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postulate different comparison processes, but all involve mechanisms to actively estimate the passage of time to inform response
selection (Mauk and Buonomano, 2004; Simen et al., 2011).
Interval timing requires corticostriatal systems (Matell et al.,
2003; Jahanshahi et al., 2010) including medial frontal cortex
(MFC) and dorsal striatum (Coull et al., 2011). Inactivation of
MFC in rodents profoundly impairs interval timing (Kim et al.,
2009; Narayanan et al., 2012). Single MFC neurons are temporally modulated in humans, primates, and rodents (Niki and Watanabe, 1979; Narayanan and Laubach, 2009a; Sheth et al., 2012).
MFC ramping activity, or activity that consistently increases or
decreases with time, codes for interval duration and predicts
when animals respond (Kim et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014). Ramping activity is not specifically linked with movements (Narayanan
and Laubach, 2009a; Kim et al., 2013). Rather, this ramping pattern has been posited to specifically encode time in a variety of
tasks with temporal properties (Durstewitz, 2003).
Interval timing is influenced by dopamine. Amphetamine
shifts responding forward in time (Taylor et al., 2007), whereas
diseases with disrupted dopamine involve interval timing impairments attributable, in part, to dysfunctional temporal memories
(Parker et al., 2013b). We previously demonstrated that blocking
the D1 (but not D2) receptors within MFC impairs interval timing
(Narayanan et al., 2012) and temporal processing during simple
reaction time tasks (Parker et al., 2013a). These findings motivate
the hypothesis that D1 dopamine within the MFC is necessary for
the ramping activity linked with temporal control.
In this study, we compared MFC single-neuron activity and
local field potentials (LFPs) in rodents with and without MFC D1
dopamine receptor (D1DR) blockade. We describe three novel
results during interval timing tasks: (1) a burst of stimulustriggered 4 Hz oscillations; (2) focal blockade of MFC D1DR
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each behavioral session in the home cage. Single housing and a 12 h
light/dark cycle were used; all experiments took place during the light
cycle. Rats were maintained at ⬃90% of their free-access body weight
during the course of these experiments and received 1 d of free access to
water per week. All procedures were approved by the Animal Care and
Use Committee at the University of Iowa.
Interval (12 s)
Reward
Interval timing task. Rats were trained in interval timing tasks using
standard operant procedures described in detail previously (Narayanan
et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013a). First, animals learned to make operant
Stimulus
Interval
lever presses to receive liquid rewards. After fixed-ratio training, animals
End
were trained in a 12 s fixed-interval timing task in which rewards were
delivered for responses after a 12 s interval (Fig. 1). Rewarded presses
Figure 1. Interval timing task. Subjects estimate a 12 s interval starting with the onset of a diswere signaled by a click and an “off” house light. Each rewarded trial was
criminative stimulus by making a motor response; multiple responses per trial are permitted.
followed by a 6, 8, 10, or 12 s pseudorandom
intertrial interval that concluded with an “on”
house light signaling the beginning of the next
Focal
A
B
Recording Drug
trial. Early responses occurring before 12 s
Infusion
were not reinforced. The house light was
turned on at trial onset and lasted until the
onset of the intertrial interval. Training and inCannula
fusion sessions were 60 min long. Response
Do
pam
ine
time was defined as the average time the aniVTA
Electrode
mals pressed the lever on each trial, which is
Tract
typically used to estimate animals’ internal estimates of time (Church, 2003; Caetano and
0.1 mm
Church, 2009; Narayanan et al., 2012).
Behavioral apparatus. Operant chambers
MFC-Saline
MFC-Muscimol
(MED Associates) were equipped with a lever,
C
a drinking tube, and a speaker driven to produce an 8 kHz tone at 72 dB. Behavioral arenas
were housed in sound-attenuating chambers
(MED Associates). Water rewards were delivered via a pump (MED Associates) connected
to a standard metal drinking tube (AnCare) via
10 s
Tygon tubing.
MFC-Saline
Rodent experimental protocol. Rats were first
trained in the interval timing task and then iminfusion
D
planted with a fixed microwire array and cannula into the MFC. After acclimatizing to
recording procedures, a single manipulationfree session was recorded in the first five rats.
This session was omitted in the final four rats.
Then, all nine rats received a saline infusion
into the MFC before neurophysiological recording. The very next day, they received an
1 min
infusion of the D1 receptor antagonist
SCH23390 into the MFC. The next day, neuroFigure 2. Medial frontal cortex (MFC) infusions. A, We stereotaxically implanted cannula at a high angle to target recording physiological data were collected without any
electrodes in MFC. B, Photomicrograph of a cannula tract and immediately neighboring electrodes (left; section stained with DAPI). manipulation. Next, to check electrode placeCannula locations were reconstructed from histological sections (right); the cannula is marked by blue circles, and electrode ment, muscimol was infused into the MFC
locations are marked by light red circles. C, Wide band (unfiltered signal) from two electrodes in B showing single units in saline while neurophysiological data were recorded
sessions and no spiking activity in sessions with muscimol infused into the MFC. Across 135 electrodes in nine animals, we could not outside of the behavioral arena. Each rat had
identify any single units in sessions with muscimol infused into MFC. D, Saline infusion did not change neural activity or our ability only one saline session and one MFC D1DR
to isolate neurons during an acute recording session.
inactivation session on a separate day. Statistical comparisons between saline and MFC infusion sessions made no assumption that we
dopamine attenuates oscillations; and (3) focal MFC D1 blockade
recorded identical neurons in both sessions (Narayanan and Laubach,
decreases ramping activity linked with timing and coherent with
2006, 2008; Narayanan et al., 2013). Some rodents were then run in
4 Hz oscillations. These data provide insight into how MFC
unrelated pilot experiments (⬍2 weeks). Finally, animals were perfused.
dopamine signaling regulates the temporal organization of
Surgical and perfusion procedures. Rats trained in the 12 s interval
timing task were implanted with a microwire array and a 33 gauge infubehavior.
sion cannula (Plastics One) in the medial frontal cortex according to
Materials and Methods
procedures described previously (Narayanan and Laubach, 2006).
Briefly, animals were anesthetized using ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xyRodents. This study involved a total of nine male Long–Evans rats (aged 2
lazine (10 mg/kg). A surgical level of anesthesia was maintained with
months; 200 –225 g). Rats were trained to perform an interval timing task
hourly (or as needed) ketamine supplements (10 mg/kg). Under aseptic
according to methods described previously (Narayanan et al., 2012).
surgical conditions, the scalp was retracted, and the skull was leveled
Animals were motivated by regulated access to water, whereas food was
between bregma and lambda. A single craniotomy was drilled over the
available ad libitum. Rats consumed 10 –15 ml of water during each bearea above the MFC, and four holes were drilled for skull screws. A
havioral session, and additional water (5–10 ml) was provided 1–3 h after
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microelectrode array configured in 4 ⫻ 4 (n ⫽ 2) or 2 ⫻ 8 (n ⫽ 7) arrays
of 50 m stainless steel wires (250 m between wires and rows; impedance measured in vitro at 400 – 600 k⍀; Plexon) were implanted in nine
animals (coordinates from bregma: AP, ⫹3.2; ML, ⫾1.2; DV, ⫺3.5; at
12° in the lateral plane). Electrode ground wires were wrapped around
the skull screws. The electrode array was inserted while concurrently
recording neuronal activity to verify implantation in layer II/III of the
MFC. The infusion cannula was then lowered to target the neurons being
recorded (coordinates from bregma: AP, ⫹0.3; ML, ⫾1.0; DV, ⫺4.6; at
40° in the lateral plane; targeting bregma coordinates ⫹3.2 AP, ⫾1.0 ML,
⫺3.4 DV in the center of the recording array). Given past studies of
diffusion volume, this approach suggested that drug infusions via these
cannulae could modulate neural activity at these electrodes ⬃1.0 mm
away (Myers, 1966; Martin and Ghez, 1993; Krupa et al., 2004; Allen et
al., 2008). The craniotomy was sealed with cyanoacrylate (SloZap; Pacer
Technologies) accelerated by ZipKicker (Pacer Technologies) and with
methyl methacrylate (i.e., dental cement; A-M Systems). After implantation, animals recovered for 1 week before being reacclimatized to behavioral and recording procedures.
When experiments were complete, rats were anesthetized, overdosed
with injections of 100 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital, and transcardially
perfused with 10% formalin. Brains were postfixed in a solution of 10%
formalin and 20% sucrose before being sectioned on a freezing microtome. Brain slices were mounted on gelatin-subbed slides and stained
for cell bodies using DAPI. Histological reconstruction was completed
using postmortem analysis of electrode and cannula placements and
confocal microscopy in each animal. These data were used to determine
electrode and cannula placement within the MFC.
To verify that our infusions did not induce neuronal displacement as a
result of pressure from the bolus delivery, we performed an acute surgery
involving MFC neuronal recordings during a saline infusion in one animal. Neuronal activity in the MFC was recorded for 3 min before a 0.5 l
infusion of saline and then for an additional 3 min involving the 1 min
infusion and 2 min postinfusion.
MFC infusions. Focal drug infusions into MFC were performed according to procedures described previously (Narayanan and Laubach,
2006; Narayanan et al., 2006, 2013; Allen et al., 2008). One week after
surgery, animals were lightly anesthetized with isoflurane via a nosecone
for 5 min, recording cables were attached, and the animal was allowed to
recover for 30 min before being tested in the interval timing task. On
subsequent days, the MFC was infused with either 0.9% saline (Phoenix
Scientific) during control sessions or D1 dopamine antagonist SCH23390
(0.5 g of 1.0 g/l; Sawaguchi and Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Narayanan et
al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013a) while anesthetized via isoflurane. Infusion
was conducted by inserting an injector into the guide cannula, and 0.5 l
of infusion fluid was delivered at a rate of 30 l/h (0.5 l/min) via a
syringe infusion pump (KD Scientific). After the injection was complete,
the injector was left in place for 2 min to allow for diffusion. To confirm
that drug infusion modulated neuronal activity from nearby recording
arrays, 0.5 g of muscimol (1.0 g/l; Allen et al., 2008), a GABAA
receptor agonist (Sigma-Aldrich), was infused into MFC. After 30 min,
all channels in all animals had complete silencing of neural activity after
muscimol infusions at all recording sites; we were not able to isolate any
neurons from 135 electrodes in nine animals after muscimol infusion
(Fig. 2). Additionally, the pressure of the bolus did not influence neuronal firing as shown by saline infusion during acute recordings (Fig. 2D).
Neurophysiological recordings. Neuronal ensemble recordings in the
MFC were made using a multielectrode recording system (Plexon). Putative single neuronal units were identified on-line using an oscilloscope
and audio monitor. The Plexon off-line sorter was used to analyze the
signals after the experiments and to remove artifacts. Spike activity was
analyzed for all cells that fired at rates above 0.1 Hz. Statistical summaries
were based on all recorded neurons. No subpopulations were selected or
filtered out of the neuron database. The LFP was recorded using wideband boards with bandpass filters between 0.07 and 8000 Hz. Principal
component analysis (PCA) and waveform shape were used for spike
sorting. Single units were identified as having (1) consistent waveform
shape, (2) separable clusters in PCA space, (3) a consistent refractory
period of at least 2 ms in interspike interval histograms, and (4) consis-

0
-3.5 @ 12° DV

Figure 3. Interval timing involves stimulus-triggered 4 Hz oscillations. A, Event-related potentials from all LFP channels in five rodents (20 channels) revealed a stimulus-triggered peak
⬃160 ms after stimulus onset. B, Time–frequency analysis of signals revealed a prominent
burst of low-frequency oscillations (⬃3–7 Hz) in rodent MFC LFPs. Black lines indicate changes
in power relative to baseline at p ⬍ 0.05. C, Voltage topography of stimulus-related ERPs
revealed a prominent voltage source in MFC at approximately ⫹3.0 mm AP and ⫺3.5 DV from
bregma.
tent firing rates around behavioral events (as measured by a runs test of
firing rates across trials around behavioral events; neurons with 兩z兩 scores
⬎4 were considered “nonstationary” and were excluded). Analysis of
neuronal activity and quantitative analysis of basic firing properties were
performed using NeuroExplorer (Nex Technologies) and with custom
routines for MATLAB. Peri-event rasters and average histograms were
constructed around light on, lever release, lever press, and lick. Microwire electrode arrays comprised 16 electrodes. In each animal, one
electrode without single units was reserved for local referencing, yielding
15 electrodes per rat. LFPs were recorded from four of these electrodes
per rodent. LFP channels were analog filtered between 0.7 and 100 Hz
on-line and recorded in parallel with single-unit channels using a wideband board. Consistent with our prior work, although examples of individual neurons are shown under different drug conditions (control and
MFC D1DR blockade), our statistical analyses assume that these populations of neurons are independent (Narayanan and Laubach, 2006,
2008; Narayanan et al., 2013).
We defined ramping activity as firing rate that progressed uniformly
over the interval. We measured this in two ways: PCA and linear regression. PCA was used to identify dominant patterns of neuronal activity
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Figure 4. Medial frontal cortex (MFC) D1DR blockade impairs timing without changing other aspects of behavior. A, The timing of
responses (i.e., when animals pressed the lever) during interval timing for control sessions (blue) versus MFC D1DR blockade sessions (red)
innineanimals.B,AverageresponsetimewasshorterinsessionswithMFCD1DRblockade(red)comparedwithcontrol(blue).*p⬍0.05.
C,Curvatureindicesoftime–responsehistogramswerelessinMFCD1DRsessions(blue)comparedwithcontrolsessions.*p⬍0.05.D–F,
MFCD1DRblockadedidnotchangethedurationofleverpress(i.e.,timetheleverwashelddown;D),thenumberofoverallleverpresses(E),orthe
numberofoverallrewards(F).Additionally,MFCD1DRblockadedidnotconsistentlychangeopen-fieldbehaviororothergrossmotorparameters.All
plotsareofmean⫾SEM.
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not apparent. C, Comparison subtraction of control minus MFC D1DR blockade sessions reveals more low-frequency power in control
sessions only after stimulus onset between ⬃3–30 Hz. Black lines indicate p ⬍ 0.05. These data are from 30 MFC LFPs in nine rodents.

using orthogonal basis functions from perievent histograms during the 12 s interval (Paz
et al., 2005; Narayanan and Laubach, 2009a,b;
Bekolay et al., 2014). All neurons from nine
animals per session (control and MFC D1DR
sessions) were included in PCA. The same
principal components were projected onto
control and MFC D1DR blockade sessions, and
the weights were compared via a t test (Chapin
and Nicolelis, 1999; Narayanan and Laubach,
2009b). Second, we used linear regression to
define neuronal ramping activity. Ramping
neurons are described as those with a significant relationship in a linear regression model
(Kim et al., 2013).
Partial correlation analysis (MATLAB function partialcorr) was used to explore the relationship of spiking activity to prior outcome
and response time using Spearman’s nonparametric rank correlation (Narayanan et al.,
2013). Response time was defined by the average time the animals pressed the lever on each
trial and is typically used to estimate animals’
internal estimate of time (Church, 2003;
Caetano and Church, 2009; Narayanan et al.,
2012). If the animal made multiple presses on a
single trial, response times were averaged. In
this analysis, response time was treated as
a continuous variable. To visualize response
times, peri-event rasters were sorted and quantitatively divided into tertiles by response
times. This analysis partials out the influence of
spike count or low-frequency amplitude computed via the Hilbert transform using a 100 ms
sliding window starting at stimulus onset (code
shared by personal communication with Mark
Laubach). Statistical significance was assessed
by shuffling trial orders 1000 times, and effect
size was quantified using the absolute value of
Spearman’s rho statistic.
Time–frequency and neuronal analyses.
Time–frequency calculations were computed
using custom-written Matlab routines (Cavanagh et al., 2009). Time–frequency measures
were computed by multiplying the fast Fourier transformed (FFT) power spectrum of
LFP data with the FFT power spectrum of a set
of complex Morlet wavelets [defined as a
Gaussian-windowed
complex sine wave:
t2
i2  tf ⫺ 2x  2 , where t is time and f is frequency
e
e
(which increased from 1 to 50 Hz in 50 logarithmically spaced steps), and defines the width
(or “cycles”) of each frequency band, set according to 4/(2f)], and taking the inverse
FFT. The end result of this process is identical
to time-domain signal convolution, and it resulted in the following: (1) estimates of instantaneous power (the magnitude of the analytic
signal) defined as Z[t] [power time series:
p(t) ⫽ real[z(t)] 2 ⫹ imag[z(t)] 2]; and (2)
phase (the phase angle) defined as arctan(imag[z(t)]/real[z(t)]). Each epoch was then
cut in length surrounding the event of interest
(⫺500 to ⫹2000 ms). Power was normalized
by conversion to a decibel scale [10*log10
[power(t)/power(baseline)]] from a prestimulus baseline of ⫺500 to ⫺300 ms, allowing a
direct comparison of effects across frequency
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Interval timing involves stimulustriggered low-frequency oscillations
in MFC
To study how MFC is involved in interval
timing, we recorded neural activity from
rodents performing an interval timing
task (Fig. 1). In five rodents, stimulusrelated potentials recapitulated canonical
events in the event-related potential
(ERP), including a large phase-locked oscillation after the stimulus onset (20 LFP
channels from five rodents; this analysis
includes all recorded channels; Fig. 3A).
Spectral analysis revealed that this initial
stimulus-related signal was accompanied
by a burst of low-frequency power in the
theta band (⬃4 – 8 Hz), with decreased
beta band power (⬃12–30 Hz; Fig. 3B).
ERP voltage topography was strongest at
midfrontal LFP channels approximately
⫹3.0 mm from bregma (Fig. 3C). These
data suggest low-frequency oscillations in
the theta range are involved in interval
timing (Cavanagh et al., 2009, 2012;
Narayanan et al., 2013).

12
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bands. Statistical significance against the baseline was computed via a paired t test and is
indicated by contours in the time–frequency
plots, with a minimum threshold cluster size
corresponding to 0.1 s by 2 Hz. To correct for
multiple comparisons, empirical p values
⬍0.05 were calculated based on 10 7 permutations of time–frequency plots (Narayanan et
al., 2013).
To look at the time–frequency component
of interactions between individual spikes and
the field potential, we applied spike-field coherence analysis using the Neurospec toolbox
(Rosenberg et al., 1989), in which multivariate
Fourier analysis was used to extract phaselocking among spike trains and local field potentials. Phase-locking coherence values varied from
0 to 1, where 0 indicates no coherence and 1 indicates perfect coherence. Trial numbers were
matched between animals and controls and MFC
D1DR blockade sessions to ensure consistency of
coherence measures. Statistical significance with
multiple comparisons corrections was performed using spatial thresholding and permutations as above.
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Figure 6. Medial frontal cortex (MFC) D1DR blockade decreases ramping activity. A, Examples of MFC ramping neurons recorded in
control (blue) sessions. In red, the same putative neuron from the control session is shown in MFC D1DR blockade sessions (red). These
neurons were identified based on similar waveforms (top right) and interspike intervals (bottom right) in each condition. Note that these
aretwoexemplars.Therasterplotatthetopshowsneuronalactivityaseachdotrepresentsanactionpotential(top);eachrowisatrial.The
bottom line plot displays the average firing rates over time. Statistical comparisons assumed that independent populations were recorded
in control and D1DR blockade sessions. B, C, Principal component analysis in control sessions (blue) revealed that ramping activity was the
most prominent pattern of neural activity among MFC neurons (PC1; B) and explained 27% of variance (C). In MFC D1DR sessions (red), a
consistent ramping component was not observed, and PC1 explained less variance. D, To directly compare ramping activity, we projected
PCs from control sessions onto MFC D1DR sessions. PC1 explained significantly less variance in MFC D1DR blockade sessions, whereas PC3 was
unchanged. Asterisks represent significance at p ⬍ 0.05 via a t test. Together, these data suggest that focal D1DR blockade attenuates ramping
activityofneuronsinMFC.

MFC D1DR blockade alters interval timing without changing
motor behavior
Our prior work demonstrated that blocking D1 dopamine signaling in the MFC with SCH23390 impairs interval timing (Narayanan et al., 2012). In this study, MFC D1DR blockade with 0.5 l
of 1 g/l SCH23390 impaired temporal control of responding
in nine rodents, i.e., rodents in the D1DR blockade condition
responded earlier than in control sessions (mean ⫾ SEM response times per trial: control, 10.2 ⫾ 0.3 s vs SCH23390, 9.2 ⫾
0.2 s; t(8) ⫽ 2.5, p ⬍ 0.04; Fig. 4 A, B).
We also measured interval timing performance using a curvature index that increases as animals’ responses are guided by

time during interval timing tasks (Fry et al., 1960). This index
measures the deviation from the cumulative response record
of a straight line. The curvature index has been used as a
measure of temporal control during interval timing tasks that is
independent of overall response rate, because animals’ curvature
indices increase as responses are controlled in time (Caetano and
Church, 2009; Narayanan et al., 2012). Curvature indexes were significantly less in MFC D1DR sessions (0.05 ⫾ 0.04 in control sessions vs ⫺0.6 ⫾ 0.03 MFC D1DR sessions; t(8) ⫽ 2.5, p ⬍ 0.04; Fig.
4C).
Moreover, lever-pressing behavior was unchanged (duration
of lever depression: 0.47 ⫾ 0.01 vs 0.48 ⫾ 0.01 s; t(8) ⫽ 0.33, p ⬍
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MFC D1DR blockade decreases ramping activity
Ramping activities of MFC neurons have been proposed to encode time (Niki and Watanabe, 1979; Durstewitz, 2003; Narayanan and Laubach, 2009a; Kim et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014). We
recorded neuronal ensembles in MFC to test the hypothesis that
MFC D1DR dopamine blockade decreases ramping activity and
to investigate how ramping activity is related to MFC oscillations.
We isolated 99 neurons from nine rats in saline sessions (0.7
neurons/electrode; 11.0 ⫾ 4.6 neurons per rodent) and 91 neurons from the same rats in MFC D1DR blockade sessions [0.7
neurons/electrode or 10.1 ⫾ 5.3 neurons per rodent; these numbers are in line with our previous work (Narayanan and Laubach,
2006, 2008, 2009a]. Also similar to our prior work, although we
report individual neuron examples under different drug conditions, we recorded these neuronal populations on different days,
and our statistical analyses assumed that these populations of
neurons are independent (Narayanan and Laubach, 2006, 2008;
Narayanan et al., 2013).
Ramping activity was defined as the firing rate that progressed
uniformly over the interval. We measured this in two ways: PCA
and linear regression. PCA identifies dominant patterns of neural
activity using a data-driven approach. This technique identifies orthogonal basis functions, or prominent patterns of activity within a
dataset without making prior assumptions (Narayanan and
Laubach, 2009b). This technique has been used extensively in the
past to quantify ramping activity (Narayanan and Laubach,
2009a; Bekolay et al., 2014). Similar to these prior studies, we
found that the first component (PC1) ramped, or changed, its
activity uniformly with time (Fig. 6 A, B). Ramping activity was
PC1 in seven of nine animals in control sessions. PC1 activity
explained 27% of variance in our data (Fig. 6C). A second component (PC2) explained 17% of variance. These components appeared highly similar to those previously found from MFC
neurons during the delay period in a simple reaction time task
(Narayanan and Laubach, 2009a; Bekolay et al., 2014). They also
matched ramping patterns of activity observed during interval
timing tasks as well as other goal-directed tasks (Hyman et al.,
2012; Ma et al., 2014). Smaller components explained progressively less variance (Fig. 6C). No ramping components were
observed in MFC D1DR sessions. If MFC D1DR signaling influ-

B 15

Rate (Hz)

MFC D1DR blockade attenuates 4 –30 Hz oscillations
We examined how MFC oscillations are influenced by MFC
D1DR blockade. As in control sessions with vehicle infused into
MFC (Fig. 2B), we observed a large burst of low-frequency oscillations (4 –30 Hz) immediately after the stimulus, lasting ⬃2 s
(Fig. 5A). However, with MFC D1DR blockade, this burst of
oscillations was not prominent (Fig. 5B). A direct comparison of
LFP power between control and SCH23390 sessions revealed significantly less 4 –30 Hz power in sessions with MFC D1DR blockade ( p ⬍ 0.05; Fig. 5C). These results showed that MFC D1DR
blockade attenuates stimulus-related MFC low-frequency oscillations (Table 1).

A

Rate (Hz)

0.75; Fig. 4D). Animals did not change overall responding or
reward acquisition (total lever presses: 152 ⫾ 20 vs 163 ⫾ 33 lever
presses in SCH23390 sessions, t(8) ⫽ 0.4, p ⬍ 0.67; total rewards:
73 ⫾ 9 vs 72 ⫾ 7 lever presses in SCH23390 sessions, t(8) ⫽ 0.1,
p ⬍ 0.92; Fig. 4 E, F ). These data are consistent with our previous
work demonstrating that MFC D1 blockade specifically influences the timing of movements without influencing reward acquisition, general activity, or motor parameters (Narayanan et
al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013a).
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Time from Lick (s)
Figure 7. Medial frontal cortex (MFC) D1DR blockade does not change task-related
modulations. A, A putative neuron in control and D1DR blockade sessions showed identical stimulus-onset modulations. As in Figure 6, these are exemplars, and statistical comparisons assumed that independent populations were recorded in control and D1DR
blockade sessions. The top portion displays the activity of a single neuron, and each dot
represents an action potential; each row is a trial. The bottom line plot displays the
average firing rates over time. B, A similar fraction of neurons were stimulus onset modulated in control and MFC D1DR blockade sessions, as computed via a paired t test of firing
rate 100 ms before/after stimulus onset; note the different time scale compared with
Figure 6A. C, A single putative neuron in control and D1DR blockade sessions showed
similar lick-related modulation, as computed via a paired t test of firing rate 100 ms
before/after lick. D, The percentage of lick-modulated cells was also similar in control and
MFC D1DR blockade sessions. Significance was determined at a level of p ⬍ 0.05.

enced ramping activity, then ramping components should have
less weight in MFC D1DR blockade sessions. To do this, we projected components from control sessions onto MFC D1DR sessions (Chapin and Nicolelis, 1999; Narayanan and Laubach,
2009b). Indeed, we found that PC1 was markedly weaker in MFC
D1DR blockade sessions (PC1: t(188) ⫽ 3.3, p ⬍ 0.001). Notably,
PC2 was also weaker in MFC D1DR blockade sessions (PC2: t(188)
⫽ 3.0, p ⬍ 0.003; Fig. 6D). Furthermore, MFC D1DR blockade
did not change nonramping components such as PC3 (PC3: t(188)
⫽ 1.1, p ⬍ 0.26; Fig. 6D). Finally, we used regression to analyze
ramping activity. This analysis found that significantly fewer neurons fit a linear regression model in MFC D1DR sessions (11
neurons in control sessions vs 2 neurons in MFC D1DR sessions;
 2 ⫽ 4.6, p ⬍ 0.03). Notably, very few neurons were significantly
fit via a log-based linear regression model, precluding further
analysis of this model (three neurons in control sessions vs one
neuron in MFC D1DR sessions). These data provide evidence
that MFC D1DR blockade decreased ramping activity.
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Notably, MFC D1DR blockade did not
A
change overall task modulation (meaFast
sured by comparing the firing rate over
the interval vs the intertrial interval via a
Medium
paired t test; 27 of 99 in control vs 28 of 91
in MFC D1DR blockade sessions;  2 ⫽
Slow
0.3, p ⬍ 0.6). Moreover, MFC D1DR
0 12
Response
blockade did not change the overall firing
9
Time
4
rate (12 ⫾ 2.5 spikes/s in control sessions
vs 14.3 ⫾ 4.3 spikes/s in MFC D1DR
blockade sessions; t(188) ⫽ 0.45, p ⬍ 0.46).
MFC neurons had identical stimulus0
12
0
12
Time (s)
Time (s)
related patterns of modulation in control
and MFC D1DR blockade sessions (Fig.
0.25
B
C
7A), and a similar fraction of neurons
1
were modulated around the stimulus (100
ms before/after around the light stimulus
via a paired t test): six neurons in both
0
control and MFC D1DR blockade were
modulated (6% in control vs 6.6% in
MFC D1 blockade sessions;  2 ⫽ 0.02, p ⬍
Control
−1
R=0.23
0.88; Fig. 7B). MFC neurons also had
MFC D1
Blockade
identical lick-related patterns of modulaR=0.12
tion in control and MFC D1DR blockade
0
0
-0.6
0.6
Spikes
LFP
sessions, and a similar fraction of neurons
Partial
Correlation
were modulated around licking (100 ms
with Response Time
before/after time from lick via a paired t
test; 12 vs 10%; control vs MFC D1DR
blockade sessions;  2 ⫽ 0.24, p ⬍ 0.62; Figure 8. Ramping neurons can correlate with response times on each trial. A, Two simultaneously recorded ramping
MFC neurons from the same animal fired differently on trials with slow, medium, and fast tertiles of average response
Fig. 7C,D).
In summary, MFC D1DR blockade times. The top portion displays the activity of two single neurons, and each dot represents an action potential; each row is
a trial. The bottom line plot displays the average firing rates over time. The vertical histogram (far right in dark blue) shows
with SCH23390 did not change the num- response times sorted on a trial-by-trial basis; trials on the top have short response times, and trials on the bottom have
ber of neurons we were able to isolate, long response times, aligned with raster. Purple, “fast” third of response times; green, “medium,” or middle third, of
overall neuronal firing rate, stimulus- response times; orange, “slow” third of response times. Note that subsequent analyses treat the response time as a
related modulation, licked-related modu- continuous variable. B, Partial correlation across time with spikes and LFP revealed that spiking activity was more correlation, or overall modulation. On the lated with the response time. Data include all neurons and LFP channels in control sessions; 0 – 6 s epoch used for
other hand, ramping activity was de- correlation to avoid motor confounds. Mean ⫾ SEM plotted; *p ⬍ 0.05. C, In control sessions, neurons with strong positive
creased in MFC D1DR blockade sessions. ramping (PC1) were significantly positively correlated with response times (n ⫽ 99 neurons) and nonsignificantly correTogether, these analyses suggest that MFC lated in MFC D1DR blockade (n ⫽ 91 neurons). *p ⬍ 0.05.
D1DR blockade decreases ramping activstrength: for spikes, 0.21 ⫾ 0.02; for LFP, 0.16 ⫾ 0.0; paired t(98) ⫽
ity of neurons without affecting other features of MFC neuronal
3.2, p ⬍ 0.002; Fig. 8B) and significantly stronger than trial-shuffled
modulation during interval timing.
noise (based on shuffling trial order 10 7 times for each neuron;
Ramping neurons had very different firing rates as a function
paired t(98) ⫽ 2.9, p ⬍ 0.005).
of response times, or the average time the animal pressed the lever
Ramping activity computed by PCA was positively correlated
on each trial. For instance, two simultaneously recorded MFC
neurons with ramping activity had distinct firing patterns for the
with partial correlation of neuronal activity (PC1 vs partial corfirst tertile of response times (Fig. 8A; labeled ‘slow’ in orange),
relation: r ⫽ 0.23, t(97) ⫽ 2.3, p ⬍ 0.01; Fig. 8C). That is, neurons
for the middle tertile of response times (labeled “medium,” in
that ramped down over the interval fired more on trials with long
green), and for the last tertile of response times (labeled “fast,”
response times, and neurons that ramped up over the interval
in purple). To determine whether ramping activity or lowfired more on trials with short response times (see Fig. 8A for
frequency oscillations were more predictive of animals’ internal esexamples). As reported above, ramping components were dimintimates of time, we used partial correlation analysis (Narayanan et
ished in sessions with MFC D1DR blockade, and ramping comal., 2013). This technique performs a linear correlation between
ponent strength was no longer significantly related to mean
two variables controlling for variance in a third variable. In this
response time (r ⫽ 0.12, t(89) ⫽ 1.1, p ⬍ 0.13), although Fisher’s
case, we were interested in whether the amplitude of lowr to z test suggested that correlations in control sessions were not
frequency oscillations (Figs. 2, 5; amplitude computed by a Hilsignificantly larger than the MFC D1DR blockade session (Z ⫽
bert transform of 1–12 Hz oscillations of LFP) or ramping activity
0.8, p ⬍ 0.22). These data indicate that ramping neuronal activity
(Fig. 6) were more predictive of animals’ response times. To
is more predictive of animals’ internal estimates of time than the
avoid motor confounds, we restricted our analysis to the part of
local field potential. This is broadly consistent with prior evithe interval when the animal was least likely to respond (the first
dence suggesting that ramping activity among single neurons is
0 – 6 s of the interval). Results showed that partial correlation
predictive of when animals respond during interval timing (Kim
strength for ramping activity was stronger than for low-frequency
oscillation amplitude (兩Partial correlation兩 corresponding to
et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014).
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Figure 9. Medial frontal cortex (MFC) D1DR blockade eliminates ⬃4 Hz spike-field coherence. A, B, Across all nine animals (99 MFC neurons and 30 LFP channels), weak spike-field coherence was
observed after stimulus onset in control sessions (A) but not in MFC D1DR blockade sessions (91 MFC neurons and 30 LFP channels; B). C, Subtracting the two revealed significant differences in
functional coupling in low frequencies (⬃2– 4 and 7 Hz) after stimulus onset. The scale is normalized; black lines indicate significance at p ⬍ 0.05. D, E, To test whether neurons with ramping
activity tended to have spike-field coherence (SFC), we explored the relationship of PC1 with spike-field coherence and found significant correlations between 3–5 Hz immediately after stimulus
onset in control sessions (D) but not in MFC D1DR blockade sessions (E). Black lines indicate significance of the correlation coefficient at p ⬍ 0.05. F, A direct comparison of correlations between
control and MFC D1DR sessions revealed that correlations between ramping activity and spike-field coherence were stronger only at 4 Hz triggered by the stimulus. G, These data indicate that in
control sessions (blue), low-frequency oscillations are observed in MFC neurons, many of which have ramping patterns of activity. In sessions with MFC D1DR blockade (red), low-frequency
oscillations, coupling, and ramping activity are attenuated. Our data suggest that ramping neurons could be coherent with stimulus-triggered 4 Hz oscillations but that MFC D1DR blockade
attenuated spike-field coherence and changed how spike-field coherence was linked with MFC ramping activity.

MFC D1DR blockade attenuates ramping-related
spike-field coherence
If low-frequency oscillations influenced neuronal activity, then these
oscillations should exhibit functional coupling with neuronal activity. To test this idea, we examined the coherence between neuronal
activity and MFC field potentials (Rosenberg et al., 1989; Narayanan
et al., 2013) in the same rodents and recording sessions as described
in Materials and Methods. This measure correlates neuronal activity
in the frequency domain between LFPs and neuronal activity. In
control sessions, across all 99 neurons from nine animals, weak 2– 4
Hz spike-field coherence was observed ⬃500 ms after onset of the
stimuli (Fig. 9A). However, in sessions with MFC D1DR blockade
(Fig. 9B), across all 91 neurons in nine animals, significantly less
spike-field coherence was observed between 2 and 4 Hz and at 7 Hz
than in control sessions (Fig. 9C). No differences were seen at
higher frequencies. This analysis suggests that, on average,
MFC D1DR blockade could attenuate functional coupling of
single neurons with these low-frequency oscillations.
To investigate whether ramping neurons were more likely to
be coherent with low-frequency oscillations, we examined the

relationship between ramping activity as measured by PC1 and
spike-field coherence by linear correlation. We found a strong
relationship only at stimulus onset between PC1 and spike-field
coherence near 4 Hz (Fig. 9D). A direct comparison of control
and MFC D1DR blockade sessions indicated ramping neurons
were more likely to be coherent with 4 Hz oscillations (r ⫽ 0.26 of
spike-field coherence 0 –250 ms, 3–5 Hz vs PC1; t(97) ⫽ 2.7, p ⬍
0.005). In sessions with MFC D1DR blockade that decreased
ramping activity, this relationship was altered (Fig. 9E; r ⫽
⫺0.13, t(189) ⫽ 1.2, p ⬍ 0.11), and correlation coefficients were
significantly different in control and MFC D1DR blockade sessions (Fig. 9F; comparing 3–5 Hz correlations for control and
MFC D1DR blockade sessions; Fisher’s r to z ⫽ 2.7, p ⬎ 0.004).
These relationships were not observed for higher components.
No differences were seen at higher frequencies. Together,
these data suggest that neurons ramping down tended to be
coherent with low-frequency oscillations around 4 Hz and
that both average spike-field coherence and correlations of
coherence and ramping activity were altered by MFC D1DR
blockade (Fig. 9G).
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Discussion

Table 1. Stimulus-triggered oscillations during interval timing

In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that MFC D1DR
dopamine signaling is necessary for ramping neuronal activity
underlying accurate interval timing. We report three novel findings. First, rodents had stimulus-triggered 4 –7 Hz oscillations in
MFC during interval timing. Second, focal blockade of the D1 dopamine receptor within the MFC attenuated these oscillations. Finally,
MFC D1DR blockade decreased MFC ramping activity linked with
behavior and ⬃4 Hz oscillations. Together, our findings provide
novel evidence that MFC D1DR signaling is necessary for neuronal
activity during interval timing and sheds light on the mechanism of
how neuronal networks organize behavior in time.
In MFC, 4 Hz oscillations were triggered by the discriminative
stimulus during interval timing tasks. A review of this effect consistently implicates low frequencies around 4 Hz in stimulustriggered oscillations in rodents and spike-field coherence,
although other frequencies are involved (Table 1). This specific
frequency band has been consistently implicated in action monitoring in both humans and rodents (Cavanagh et al., 2012;
Narayanan et al., 2013). The 4 Hz oscillations have been specifically linked to synchronizing hippocampal ensembles (Fujisawa
and Buzsáki, 2011) with frontal and subcortical nuclei. The slow
dynamics of low-frequency oscillations in the present study, and
extensive data on such patterns of neuronal activity (Cavanagh et
al., 2012), suggest that this signal does not encode stimulusrelated attention alone. Notably, MFC dopamine is likely to be
released at stimulus onset and may encode time. MFC dopamine
has slow dynamics over several seconds (Garris and Wightman,
1994), perhaps accounting for D1-dependent, low-frequency oscillations increasing several hundred milliseconds after onset of
stimuli. The time course of this process is distinct from stimulusrelated processing in our data and in previous work in frontal
regions (Niki and Watanabe, 1979; Narayanan and Laubach,
2009a) that was independent of D1 signaling.
We did find evidence that higher frequencies such as beta
oscillations were involved in interval timing and influenced by
D1DR blockade (Table 1). Although this band was not coherent
with single neurons, higher-frequency oscillations have been implicated in cortical interactions with subcortical nuclei and in
motor control (Mallet et al., 2008).
MFC D1DR blockade diminished stimulus-related ⬃4 Hz oscillations. To our knowledge, this is the first report that D1 blockade diminished these oscillations, although a recent report found
that L-dopa increased 4 –12 Hz oscillations in frontal cortex (Eckart et al., 2014). D1 blockade also decreased coupling of ⬃4 Hz
oscillations with neurons that tended to have strong ramping
patterns. Although this might be expected from an overall decrease in low-frequency oscillations, these data suggest that without D1 signaling, ramping neurons are functionally “uncoupled”
from a signal encoding the start of the interval. Without this
initiating signal, single neurons in MFC do not ramp yet continue
to encode other variables such as stimuli and motor parameters
(Narayanan and Laubach, 2006). One possible mechanism for
these patterns may be that stimulus-triggered dopamine release
in MFC facilitates 4 Hz oscillations, which initiates ramping activity of single neurons (Fig. 7G). Low-frequency oscillations can
synchronize MFC activity with midbrain dopamine neurons as
well as the hippocampus (Fujisawa and Buzsáki, 2011). Lowfrequency oscillations in our task are not predictive of subsequent
behavior (Fig. 8); rather, they tend to be coherent with ramping
activity, which in turn predicts timing behavior (Fig. 9). With
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MFC D1DR blockade, ⬃4 Hz oscillations, ramping activity, and
spike-field coherence are all decreased.
A large body of literature has demonstrated that ramping activity in single neurons is correlated with temporal control of
action in timing and reaction time tasks (Durstewitz, 2003;
Narayanan and Laubach, 2009a; Kim et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014).
The ramping modulation reported here is in the range of temporal
modulations reported in prior work (Matell et al., 2003; Narayanan
and Laubach, 2009a; Kim et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014). Neural activity
that follows this pattern can function as an “integrator” (Durstewitz,
2003; Bekolay et al., 2014) and serve as the memory trace in the scalar
timing theory (Staddon, 2005). Because ramping activity has been
well described in the past, we elected to use a single interval in the
present study to increase statistical power. Future studies may extrapolate to an interval timing task with multiple intervals to examine temporal discounting functions; indeed, the influence of
dopamine should diminish at longer delays (Fiorillo et al., 2008;
Kobayashi and Schultz, 2008).
Our work extends the seminal findings of Goldman-Rakic and
colleagues (Williams and Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Goldman-Rakic
et al., 2000), who linked D1 signaling to executive processes such
as working memory. Recent work has linked MFC D1DRs with
impulsivity (Koffarnus et al., 2011; Pardey et al., 2013). Here we
find inhibiting MFC D1DRs causes responses to occur earlier in
timing tasks and decreases ramping activity that has been linked
with inhibiting responses until a temporal “deadline,” after
which responses lead to rewards (Ollman and Billington, 1972;
Narayanan et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2010). Our data provide
insight into how dopamine signaling affects medial frontal neuron activity to powerfully influence the temporal organization of
behavior. These data may be developed into biomarkers for MFC
dysfunction in ADHD, schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, and
other diseases involving dopamine.
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